Lifeline and Critical Infrastructure Research: What resonated with me

Melissa Parsons: Australia Natural Disaster Resilience Index

Sujeeva Setunge: Flood prone Bridge Vulnerability

Top 3 Critical Infrastructure during Natural Disasters

Prolonged and cascading scenario of natural disaster strains resources, infrastructure & inter-dependencies
Lifeline and Critical Infrastructure Impact: Blueprint to investigate

**FUTURE PROOFING**
- Future Climate & Disaster Scenarios
- Future-Proof Infrastructure Design Standards & Codes
- Critical Infrastructure Resilience Index and Benchmarks

**INTER/INTRA SECTOR DEPENDENCIES**
- Energy/Power
- Communications
- Road, Transport, Bridge

**GOVERNMENT POLICY & BUDGET**
- Build Back BAU
- Build Better Before / Build Back Better
- Public Infrastructure Adaptation/Resilience “Sinking Fund”
- Private Sector (tax) Incentives Investing into Adaptation & Resilience Design